
Flowscapes hybrid office solution wins
deals in India
Flowscape continues to grow in Asia with their leading solution for the new hybrid way
of working and desk booking. This customer is located in India and the total order value
for the first year is Euro 61,900 (641,000 SEK) and with yearly SaaS revenue of Euro
48,480 (502,000 SEK) annually

"The new hybrid way of working i, where employees choose to work at home more days per
week, is a global change for the way we work. Offices all over the world need a smart solution
to support their employees. This deal in India is further proof of that. The customer chooses
Flowscape's solution for desk booking, booking conference rooms and our smart solution for
employees' to plan their presence in the office. It is Flowscape's standard solution that is now
available in more than 50 countries and we are constantly expanding with new installations,"
says Peter Reigo, CEO and Founder, Flowscape

Read more on our website.

This order includes Flowscape's leading workplace management solution for the new hybrid
way of working for approximately 1,600 workplaces and 30 bookable rooms in more than
14,000 square meters of office space.

For additional information, please contact: 

Peter Reigo
CEO, Flowscape
Cellphone: +46 (0) 70 942 4687
E-mail: peter.reigo@flowscapesolutions.com

About Flowscape Technology AB

Flowscape is a Prop-Tech company with a world-leading solution for social distancing in the
office, optimization of office space and a more efficient workday. The solution uses the latest
IoT sensors and indoor positioning technology to create a state of the art SaaS solution for
smart offices. The main function, Flowmap, gives companies an overview of the office and
enables them to quickly find rooms, desks, office equipment and colleagues as well as analysis
of the use of the spaces. Flowscape also has a communication tool for efficient geo fence
specific communication to people in a building or people within an area in the event of a crisis.
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Flowscape has offices in Stockholm (headquarters), Sofia, San Francisco and London.

For more information, please visit  www.flowscapesolutions.com


